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Relative Riemann-Hilbert correspondence in dimension one

Teresa Monteiro Fernandes and Claude Sabbah

Abstract. We prove that, in relative dimension one, the functor RHS constructed in a pre-
vious work ([9]) as a right quasi-inverse of the solution functor from the bounded derived
category of relative D-modules with regular holonomic cohomology to that of complexes
with relative constructible cohomology satisfies the left quasi-inverse property in a generic
sense.
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1. Introduction

Let p : X � S ! S be the projection of a product of complex manifolds X and S

onto the second factor. The notion of holonomic DX�S=S-modules (or relative

holonomic D-modules for short) was introduced by the second author in [10] and

the notion of relative regular holonomic D-modules was introduced by the authors

in [9], Def. 2.1. They are the objects of, respectively, the abelian categories

ModholðDX�S=SÞ and ModrholðDX�S=SÞ. Recall that relative holonomic modules

are coherent modules whose characteristic variety, in the product ðT �XÞ � S, is

contained in L� S for some Lagrangian conic closed analytic subset L of T �X .

Regular relative holonomic modules are holonomic modules whose restriction

as p�1OS-modules to the fibers of p have regular holonomic DX -modules as

cohomologies.

In [8], Defs. 2.14 & 2.19 we introduced the notion of relative R- and

C-constructibility for a complex of sheaves of p�1OS-modules and proved that

the essential image of the functor Sol on the bounded derived category of relative

D-modules with holonomic cohomology is contained in that of complexes with

relative C-constructible cohomology.

Under the assumption that dS ¼ 1 (d denotes the dimension of a manifold),

we constructed in [9], §3.4 the relative tempered cohomology functors THS and



RHS by adapting Kashiwara’s functors TH and RH ([2], where RH is denoted

by C) and proved in [9], Th. 3 that RHS is a right quasi inverse for the functor
pSol :¼ Sol½dX � restricted to the derived category of complexes with relative regu-

lar holonomic cohomology. To be more precise, in the absolute case (S is point),

RHSð�Þ gives RHð�Þ½dX �.
However, contrary to the absolute case, the property of being a left quasi

inverse remains open. Indeed, the proof of such a property would require some

functorial properties for this category such as stability under proper direct image

and inverse image. Although stability under proper direct image holds true, the

failure of stability by inverse image remains a main obstruction, in contrast with

the absolute case as proved by M. Kashiwara in [1]. In Proposition 2.2 we prove

that this obstacle can be overcome if dX ¼ 1. More precisely, for each relative

holonomic module M there exists a discrete set S0 ¼ S0ðMÞ such that, out of S0,

for each divisor Y in X , the induced system of M along Y � S has holonomic

cohomologies.

We shall say that a property is satisfied generically on S if it is satisfied on

X � S �, where S � is the complementary of a discrete subset S0 in S. The main

purpose of this note is to clarify the natural question arising after [9]: is RHS an

equivalence of categories when dX ¼ 1? In other words, does RHS also provide in

that case a left adjoint to pSol?

The answer is that, any M a Db
rholðDX�S=SÞ is isomorphic to RHSðpSolMÞ

generically on S by an isomorphism YðMÞ, where Yð�Þ satisfies Property

ðP0Þ below. According to [2], Prop. 6.3 in the absolute case, we have

Sol �RH � Sol ¼ Sol from Db
rholðDX Þ to Db

C-cðCX Þ and, according to [5], Proof of

Th. 1.4.8 & Th. 6.1.1, Sol is fully faithful, so that we obtain an isomorphism

HomDX

�
M;RHðSolMÞ

�
! HomðSolM; SolMÞ. We shall call ‘‘Kashiwara’s iso-

morphism’’ the isomorphism M ! RHðSolMÞ in Db
rholðDX Þ corresponding to the

identity in HomðSolM; SolMÞ.

Property ðP0Þ. For every M a Db
rholðDX Þ, there exists a discrete subset S0 � S

depending on M only (with S � :¼ SnS0Þ, such that

(a) for s a S �, we have Li�s YðMÞ ¼ YðLi�s MÞ and YðLi�s MÞ coincides with

Kashiwara’s isomorphism Li�s M ! RHðSolLi�s MÞ,
(b) (Functoriality in a generic sense) for a morphism t : M ! N in

Db
rholðDX�S=SÞ, we have RHSðtÞYðMÞ ¼ YðNÞt on X �

�
SnðS0ðMÞA

S0ðNÞ
�
.

Our main result is Theorem 2.6 in which we prove that, if dX ¼ 1, such a mor-

phism Yð�Þ satisfying ðP0Þ exists. It follows from the second part of (a), together

with [9], Prop. 1.9 that, for every M a Db
rholðDX Þ, YðMÞ is an isomorphism on S �.

Let us make precise our claim.
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According to [9], (3.17), we have a natural morphism in Db
rholðDX�S=SÞ

FðMÞ : RHSðpSolMÞ ! RHomp�1OS
ðSolM;OX�SÞ ð1Þ

with the property that, for s a S and M :¼ Li�s M, Li�s FðMÞ ¼ FðMÞ coincides

with Kashiwara’s morphism (cf. the construction of the functor RH in [2])

THomðSolM;OX Þ :¼ RHðSolMÞ ! RHomðSolM;OX Þ: ð2Þ

We prove that, given M a Db
rholðDX Þ, there exists a discrete S0 such that,

setting M� :¼ MjX�S � , the natural morphism

HomDX�S �=S �

�
M�;RHSðpSolM�Þ

�

! HomDX�S �=S �

�
M�;RHomp�1OS � ðpSolM�;OX�S � Þ½dX �

�

UHomp�1OS � ðpSolM�;
pSolM�Þ ð3Þ

obtained by applying G
�
X � S �;H0ð�Þ

�
to the morphism associated to the left

composition with FðM�Þ:

RHomDX�S �=S �

�
M�;RHSðpSolM�Þ

�

! RHomDX�S �=S �

�
M�;RHomp�1OS � ðpSolM�;OX�S � Þ½dX �

�

URHomp�1OS � ðpSolM�;
pSolM�Þ ð4Þ

is an isomorphism, where for the last isomorphism of (4) we applied the ‘‘associa-

tive law’’ relating RHom and n (see [3], A.3 (b) and [4], Ex. II.24 (iii)). We

then choose for YðM�Þ the unique morphism corresponding to the identity in

Homp�1OS � ðpSolM�;
pSolM�Þ. Therefore, in the absolute case (S equal to a point,

M has regular holonomic cohomology over DX ), we recover the construction of

Kashiwara’s isomorphism MURHðSolMÞ.
The proof that (4) is an isomorphism is a consequence of Proposition 2.5 below

which states that, for any M a Db
rholðDX�S=SÞ and any F a Db

R-cðp�1OSÞ, there

exists a discrete S0 � S depending on M only such that the natural morphism

RHomDX�S �=S �

�
M�;RHSðFÞ�½�dX �

�

! RHomDX�S �=S �

�
M�;RHomp�1OS

ðF ;OX�SÞ�
�

ð5Þ

is an isomorphism, which in turn is a consequence of Proposition 2.2 together a

comparison result (Lemma 2.1). Another consequence of Proposition 2.5 is the

full faithfulness of Sol in a generic sense (Lemma 2.7).

Throughout this work we assume that dX ¼ dS ¼ 1.
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2. Main results and proofs

We shall systematically make use of the notation and results in [8] and [9].

Lemma 2.1. Let us assume that X ¼ C ¼ S and let ðx; sÞ be the variables on

X � S. Let M ¼ Bf0g�S=S :¼ DX�S=S=DX�S=Sx. Then, setting S0 ¼ j, (5) is an

isomorphism for any F a Db
R-cðp�1OSÞ.

Proof. Let Y ¼ f0g � X . According to [9], Prop. 3.5, it is su‰cient to consider

F ¼ CU�S n p�1OS, for some relatively compact open subanalytic set U � X .

Thus our goal is to prove

RHomDX�S=S

�
M;GCU�S

ðDbX�SÞ=THomðCU�S;DbX�SÞ
�
U 0 ð6Þ

It is su‰cient to check (6) for the stalk at any ðx0; s0Þ a X � S. If x0A 0, the re-

sult is trivial since SuppM ¼ f0g � S: So we are led to assume ð0; s0Þ a qU � S,

since the quotient GCU�S
ðDbX�SÞ=THomðCU�S;DbX�SÞð0; sÞ vanishes if 0 B qU and

the result is again trivial.

Therefore we may assume that U is contained in Xnf0g. We are then allowed

to perform a change of generator u 7! x�1u since tempered distributions on U � S

are stable by multiplication by x�1 and the result follows. q.e.d.

Proposition 2.2. For any M a ModholðDX�S=SÞ there exists a discrete subset S0

in S such that, for any reduced divisor Y of X, setting iY : Y ,! X the inclusion,

(1) DiY� Di
�
Y ðM�Þ has holonomic cohomologies as an object of the category

DbðDX�S �=S � jY�S �Þ.
(2) RG½ðXnYÞ�S ��ðM�Þ is concentrated in degree zero.

(3) M�
�
�ðY � S �Þ

�
UH0RG½ðXnYÞ�S ��ðM�Þ is holonomic.

(4) RG½Y�S ��ðM�Þ has holonomic cohomologies.

(5) If M is regular holonomic, RG½Y�S ��ðM�Þ and M�
�
�ðY � S �Þ

�
have regular

holonomic cohomologies.

Proof. Let us prove 2.2(1). The question is local on X � S, so we can assume that

M is finitely generated and, by induction on the number of local generators,

we may assume that M is an holonomic DX�S=S-module with a single generator.

Taking coordinates x on X and s on S, we are reduced to assuming that Y ¼
fx ¼ 0g and that CharðMÞ � ðT �

XX AT �
f0gXÞ � S. Therefore, there exists a

relation

ðxqxÞMu ¼
X

jaM�1

ajðx; sÞq j
xu ð7Þ
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for some non-negative integer M and some holomorphic functions aj on X � S.

We can write aj ¼ xlj a 0
j , with a 0

j ð0; sÞ2 0 and lj a N, and we set M0 ¼
maxf0; ð j � ljÞj¼0;...;M�1g.

Hence, after multiplying by xM0 , (7) reads Pu ¼ 0 for an operator P ¼
P0 þ xQ a DX�S=S such that Q is of order zero with respect to the V -filtration and

P0ðs; x; qxÞ ¼
X

kaM

a 00
k ðsÞxkqk

x ð8Þ

for some holomorphic functions a 00
k on S not all vanishing identically, and it is

enough to treat the case of the DX�S=S-module DX�S=S=DX�S=S � P. Let N0 be

the biggest k such that a 00
k does not vanish identically on S (note that N0 can

be 0). Let S0 be the (discrete) zero set of a 00
N0
. Then we are in conditions to apply

the relative version of [6], Th. 3.3 to conclude that M�, being elliptic along

Y � S �, satisfies 2.2(1).
According to the relative versions of Proposition 4.3 in [1] and of Proposition

7.2.1 of [7], 2.2(1) is equivalent to 2.2(4). On the other hand, RG½ðXnYÞ�S ��ðM�Þ is
concentrated in degree zero since it is the localized module of M� along a divisor.

Since RG½ðXnYÞ�S ��ðM�Þ is the mapping cone of the natural morphism

RG½Y�S ��ðM�Þ ! M�

we conclude 2.2(2) and 2.2(3).

Let us now prove 2.2(5). Let S0 be given by 2.2(1). By 2.2(3) and 2.2(4), we

have a distinguished triangle in Db
holðDX�S �=S � Þ

RG½Y�S ��ðM�Þ ! M� ! RG½ðXnYÞ�S ��ðM�Þ �!
þ1

:

Assume that M is regular and let s a S � be arbitrary. Let us consider the dis-

tinguished triangle

Li�s RG½Y�S ��ðM�Þ ! Li�s M� ! Li�s RG½ðXnYÞ�S ��ðM�Þ �!
þ1

ð�Þ

The assumption on M means that Li�s M has DX -regular holonomic cohomol-

ogies. Since Li�s commutes with RHom, we have, for each k a N, identifying X

to X � fsg, a functorial isomorphism in DbðDX Þ

Li�s RHomOX�S
ðOX�S=x

kOX�S;MÞURHomOX
ðOX=x

kOX ;Li
�
s MÞ

and, since n commmutes with lim�! , we conclude a functorial isomorphism in

DbðDX Þ

Li�s RG½Y�S �ðMÞURG½Y �ðLi�s MÞ;
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where the right hand term has regular holonomic cohomologies according to

[5], Th. 5.4.1. Therefore RG½Y�S ��ðM�Þ has regular holonomic cohomologies and

the result follows according to the distinguished triangle ð�Þ. q.e.d.

Remark 2.3. Our method in the preceding proof does not extend to the case

dX > 1 because we do not have in general the analog of (7) and (8).

The following example shows that we cannot avoid the existence of a non-

empty S0 in Proposition 2.2.

Example 2.4. Let X ¼ S ¼ C, let Y ¼ f0g and let M be defined by the operator

Pðx; s; qxÞ ¼ x2qx þ gðsÞ, where g is a non constant holomorphic function. Then

S0 ¼ fs a C j gðsÞ ¼ 0g. Let us check that H�1
Di

�
Y ðMÞ ¼ 0 and that H0

Di
�
Y ðMÞ

is not coherent in any neighbourhood of each ð0; s0Þ such that gðs0Þ ¼ 0. A

local section of the right module B
ðrÞ
f0g�S=S :¼ DX�S=S=xDX�S=S has the formP

jam ajðsÞd jðxÞ for some functions ajðsÞ holomorphic in a neighbourhood of s0,

d jðxÞ denoting the class of q j
x in B

ðrÞ
f0g�S=S. That is, in the neighbourhood of any

point ð0; s0Þ, BðrÞ
f0g�S=S is OS-isomorphic to the sheaf OS½dðxÞ�, filtered by the degree

in d. We denote by ðBðrÞ
f0g�S=SÞm the OS-sub-module of polynomials of degreeam.

The (right) action of P on B
ðrÞ
f0g�S=S is described by

X

jam

ajðsÞd jðxÞ 7!
X

jam

�
ð j þ 1Þ jajþ1ðsÞ þ ajðsÞgðsÞ

�
d jðxÞ

In particular P defines a filtered morphism, i.e.,

ðBðrÞ
f0g�S=SÞmP � ðBðrÞ

f0g�S=SÞm:

Let us compute kerP ¼ H�1
Di

�
Y ðMÞ. Consider a section u of the above form sat-

isfying uP ¼ 0. Since by assumption g is non constant and amþ1 ¼ 0, we must

have that am ¼ 0 and so henceforward, concluding the vanishing of kerP.

Suppose now that
P

jam bjðsÞd jðxÞ ¼
P

jal ajðsÞd
jðxÞP, with bmðsÞA 0: Since

bmþ1 ¼ 0 we have

ðk þ 1Þkakþ1 þ akg ¼ 0; Ekbmþ 1

On the other hand we have akþl ¼ 0 for all lg 0, hence, recursively, we conclude

that ak ¼ 0 for any kbmþ 1. Thus bm ¼ amg. By descending induction applied

to bk ¼ ðk þ 1Þkakþ1 þ akg with akþ1 given such that g divides akþ1, we find ak ¼
bk � ðk þ 1Þkakþ1=g. In particular the condition uP a ðBðrÞ

f0g�S=SÞm implies that
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u a ðBðrÞ
f0g�S=SÞm. We conclude that

CokerP ¼ lim�!
m

CokerðPjðBðrÞ
f0g�S=S

Þm
ÞU lim�!

m

ðOS=OSgÞam:

If gðs0ÞA 0, then g is a unit in a neighbourhood of s0, hence the sequence

ðOS=OSgÞam is locally zero, which entails that H0
Di

�
Y ðMÞ is zero hence coherent

in a neighbourhood of s0. If gðs0Þ ¼ 0, the above mentioned sequence is not

locally stationary hence H0
Di

�
Y ðMÞ is not coherent in any neighbourhood of s0.

Proposition 2.5. Given M a Db
rholðDX�S=SÞ, there exists a discrete subset S0 of S

such that (5) is an isomorphism on X � S � for any F a Db
C-cðp�1OSÞ:

Proof. Our aim is to apply [9], Lem. 4.2 to M
�
�ðY � S �Þ

�
for a suitable S � when

M
�
�ðY � S �Þ

�
is of D-type, in particular when it is strict. We embed M in an

exact sequence of regular holonomic modules:

0 ! Mt ! M ! Mtf ! 0

where Mt is the submodule of OS-torsion germs and Mtf is a strict, i.e., an OS-flat,

module.

Step 1. We assume first that MUMt. In that case, we claim that we can take for

S0 the empty set.

Since dS ¼ 1, the projection of SuppM on S is discrete. Given ðx0; s0Þ a
SuppM, we may assume that M admits a single generator in a neighbourhood

of ðx0; s0Þ.
Let ðx; sÞ denote a system of local coordinates, x in X and s in S, such that

s0 ¼ 0 a C. We can choose N a N such that sNM ¼ 0 and an easy argument of

induction on N allows us to assume N ¼ 1.

We may then write M as a quotient

M ¼ DX�S=S=ðDX�S=SJþDX�S=SsÞ;

where J is a coherent ideal of DX (X identified to X � f0g), and the assumption

of regularity entails that L :¼ DX=J is a regular holonomic DX -module.

Moreover, in this local system of coordinates, DX embeds in DX�S=S as the

subsheaf of operators not depending on s, so that DX�S=S is flat over DX and we

have M 0 :¼ DX�S=S=DX�S=SJ is strict, M 0UDX�S=S nDX
L, and

MU p�1ðOS=sOSÞnp�1OS
M 0:

According to the ‘‘associative laws’’ ([3], App. 3, (A.10)) we get a chain of

isomorphisms of functors
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RHomDX�S=S
ðM; �Þ

URHomDX�S=S

�
DX�S=S nDX

L;RHomp�1OS

�
p�1ðOS=sOSÞ

�
; �
�

URHomDX

�
L;D 0�p�1ðOS=sOSÞ

�
n
L

p�1OS
�
�

URHomDX

�
L; p�1ðOS=sOSÞ½�1�n

L

p�1OS
�
�

URHomDX

�
L;Li�s ð�Þ½�1�

�

According to [8], Prop. 2.1,

Li�s
�
RHomðF ;OX�SÞ

�
URHomðLi�s F ;OX Þ

and according to [9], Prop. 3.26,

Li�s
�
RHSðFÞ

�
½�1�UTHomðLi�s F ;OX Þ;

hence the statement follows by [5], Th. 6.1.1 with S0 ¼ j.

Step 2. Let us now consider the case where M is supported by Y � S, where Y is

a reduced divisor of X . We claim again that the statement holds true with S0 ¼ j.
By [9], Th. 1.5, we have MUG½Y�S �ðMÞUDi�N, where i denotes the inclusion

Y � X and N is a direct sum of terms of the form Bfyg�S=S np�1OS
p�1Gy, for

some y a Y and some Gy a ModcohðOSÞ. Hence we may assume that Y ¼ f0g �
C. Taking a local coordinate x on C vanishing on Y , we are reduced to proving

that (5) applied to

M ¼ Bf0g�S=S np�1OS
ðCf0g�S n p�1GÞ

is an isomorphism when G is a coherent OS-module. By the ‘‘associative laws’’

above mentioned this amounts to checking the same property for the regular holo-

nomic module Bf0g�S=S which in turn follows by Lemma 2.1.

Step 3. Let us now assume that M is strict. If M is a locally free OX�S-module,

the assertion follows from [9], Lem. 3.17. Otherwise the natural stratification

associated to M is fXnY ;Yg for some reduced divisor Y in X . Let S0 be deter-

mined by Proposition 2.2 and let us embed M� in an exact sequence where,

according to Proposition 2.2, M�
�
�ðY � S �Þ

�
and H1

½Y�S ��ðM�Þ are regular holo-
nomic modules:

0 ! G½Y�S ��ðM�Þ ! M� ! M�
�
�ðY � S �Þ

�
! H1

½Y�S ��ðM�Þ ! 0: ð�Þ

Since the functor of localization is exact, strictness is preserved by localization,

hence M�
�
�ðY � S �Þ

�
is of D-type along Y � S � in the sense of [9], Def. 2.10.

Therefore [9], Lem. 4.2 gives the statement for M�
�
�ðY � S �Þ

�
.
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We apply our previous results to the following exact sequences of regular holo-

nomic DX�S=S-modules obtained by splitting ð�Þ:

0 ! G½Y�S ��ðM�Þ ! M� ! M�=G½Y�S ��M� ! 0 ð9Þ
0 ! M�=G½Y�S ��M� ! M�

�
�ðY � S �Þ

�
! H1RG½Y�S ��M� ! 0: ð10Þ

By Step 2 applied to (10) we conclude that the statement holds true for

M�=G½Y�S ��M�. From (9) and Step 2 we conclude that the statement holds for

M�. q.e.d.

Theorem 2.6. For each M a Db
rholðDX�S=SÞ there exists a discrete set S0 � S and

an isomorphism in Db
rholðDX�S �=S �Þ satisfying ðP0Þ:

YðM�Þ : M� ! RHSðpSolMÞ�:

Proof. The existence of the morphism YðM�Þ is an immediate consequence of

Proposition 2.5 as explained in the introduction. Moreover, according to [8],

Prop. 2.1 and [9], Prop. 3.29, for any s a S, the derived functor Li�s commutes

with all the derived functors appearing in (4), so (a) of Property ðP0Þ holds. As

explained in the introduction, this implies that YðM�Þ is an isomorphism.

Let us prove that Y satisfies the generic functoriality property (b) of ðP0Þ. Let

t : M ! N be a morphism in Db
rholðDX�S=SÞ. In order to prove that, generically

on S, we have RHSðt�ÞYðM�Þ ¼ YðN�Þt�, it su‰ces to prove this equality after

applying Li�s for any s a S �, according to [9], Prop. 1.9. Now, from (a) of Prop-

erty ðP0Þ already proved and from [9], Prop. 3.29, we are reduced to proving the

result for Li�s t : Li
�
s M ! Li�s N, that is, we are reduced to the absolute case. The

statement then follows by the functoriality of Y in the absolute case. q.e.d.

Lemma 2.7. The functor Sol is fully faithful in Db
rholðDX�S=SÞ in a generic sense,

that is, the functor Sol induces generically a bifunctorial isomorphism

RHomDX�S=S
ðM;NÞ ! RHomp�1OS

ðSolN; SolMÞ

for any M;N a Db
rholðDX�S=SÞ.

Proof. Let us start by constructing the morphism. It is obtained as the following

composition, where we use the isomorphism YðN�Þ given by Theorem 2.6 above:

RHomDX�S �=S � ðM�;N�ÞURHomDX�S �=S �

�
M�;RHSðpSolNÞ�

�

!
ðaÞ

RHomDX�S �=S �

�
M�;RHomp�1OS

ðSolN;OX�SÞ�
�

URHomp�1OS � ðSolN�; SolM�Þ;
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where ðaÞ is induced by FðNÞ (cf. (1)) and the last isomorphism follows by the

‘‘associative properties’’ and [4], Ex. II.24 (iii). According to Proposition 2.5, the

morphism ðaÞ is an isomorphism and the result follows. q.e.d.

Remark 2.8. If M is regular holonomic and admits locally a single generator u

such that J :¼ fP a DX�S=S jPu ¼ 0g is monogenic, it is easy to verify that the

associated discrete set S0 � S mentioned in Proposition 2.2 can be taken to be

the empty set:

The assumption on CharðMÞ entails that we can choose as a generator of J an

operator P of the form

Pðx; s; qxÞ ¼ x jqm
x þ

X

k<m

akðx; sÞqk
x

The assumption of regularity means that, for each fixed s, Pðx; s; qxÞ has a regular

singularity in x ¼ 0 as a section of DX . Hence each coe‰cient akðx; sÞ has a zero

of order at least j �mþ k at x ¼ 0. It follows that the coe‰cient a 00
N0

in the proof

of Proposition 2.2 is equal to 1 (it is the coe‰cient of the term x jqm
x ).

However we cannot generalize this result to arbitrary regular holonomic mod-

ules because, contrary to the absolute case, we do not have the tools to perform a

devissage.
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